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My Additional comments about your NICNAS Report on Multiple Chemical
Sensitivity (MCS):
Please read the article below:" Microwaves imitate pesticides." Science has
found that organophosphate pesticides and electromagnetic radiation inhibit
cholinesterase enzyme leading to severe nervous system disfunction, and thus
many of the symptoms of MCS/EMS *( *Electromagnetic sensitivity ).

http://www.stralingsvrijkind.nl/documenten/Bijlage-MicrowavesPesticides.pdf

My strong advise is to do intensive research to determine which genes , people
with MCS/EMS have, that make them so susceptible to develop MCS/EMS upon
respectively, Chemical exposures, and Electromagnetic radiations.It is my strong
belief that MCS/EMS stem from the same GENETIC origin.This is the very root
of MCS/EMS.Anything else are secondary effects of MCS/EMS!
So, no point in wasting time, and efforts trying to find the origin of MCS in wrong
avenues, as I strongly believe that it is IN THE GENES, and ANY chemical
exposure will trigger MCS in people who have the susceptibility GENES, people
with MCS, also have Electromagnetic sensitivity (EMS), due to the same origin
and that is GENES variations that make them extremely susceptible to develop
MCS/EMS.
However, one thing should be made clear.It is my strong belief that exposures to
toxic chemicals are the cause of MCS, in people genetically susceptible, and
electromagnetic radiations exposures are the cause for developing
Electromagnetic Sensitivity (EMS) in GENETICALLY susceptible
individuals!Without these exposures, people who have the susceptibility genes,
would not have developped MCS/EMS!
GENETIC RESEARCH IS THE ANSWER TO THE ORIGIN OF MCS/EMS.
That's where the research must be done first! Then, additional research should
be done to unmask all the other numerous physiological mechanismes involved!
Very Sincerely,

Christiane Tourtet B.A.
Founder/President
International MCS/EMS Awareness
http://www.nettally.com/prusty/mcs.htm
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